17TH-CENTURY FAKES

To Catch a Counterfeiter

The ANA’s Money Museum and a rare coin from its collection appear in a popular television show.

Sir Isaac Newton introduced milled edges to British coins to thwart counterfeitors. This 1700 English crown bears the serrated texture around its circumference.

Not Actual Size

The episode can be viewed online by visiting the Travel Channel’s website at www.travelchannel.com and entering the search term “Black Knight UFO.” It will air on Friday, September 9 at 7 p.m. Eastern time and Thursday, September 22 at 10 p.m. Eastern time. If you don’t have access to the channel as part of your cable subscription, you can purchase and download the episode through Amazon, Google Play or iTunes.

The ANA’s 1913 Liberty Head nickel (the famed McDermott specimen) previously appeared in a 2014 episode. To watch this clip, search for “Liberty Head nickel” on the Travel Channel’s website.
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